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ABSTRACT 
Ultrasound imaging of a focal lesion of low contrast against background tissue necessitates 
maximum spatial and contrast sensitivity resulting in non-specular reflection, predisposing 
these images to degradation due to speckle. In recent years, diagnostic ultrasound image 
quality has greatly improved due to advances in system hardware and software. Developments 
in transducer design have resulted in transducers with greater bandwidth and sensitivity. 
Quality features to be tested are spatial resolution, contrast resolution and lesion signal-to-
noise ratio. These features are explained and examples are shown. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Evolutions in the field of diagnostic ultrasound (e.g. the worldwide market revenues in 
ultrasound imaging are expected to grow from about $4 billion in 2012 to $5 billion by 2019) 
[1] have led to increased use of this modality in many clinical applications. Ultrasound is 
often considered the preferred imaging modality because of its ability to provide continuous, 
real time images without the risk of ionizing radiation and at a lower cost than a Computed 
Tomography (CT) or Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) scan. The accuracy of sonography 
for the diagnosis of hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is considered to be high [2]. However, in 
patients with viral liver cirrhosis or chronic viral hepatitis, the echo pattern of the liver 
parenchyma is rough and nodular. As a result, detection of a small malignant nodule among 
multiple regenerative nodules is very difficult [3]. This represents a limitation of sonography 
for the early detection of HCC.

 
Because the final image is the basis for diagnostic decisions, 

the image quality produced by a scanner provides the most important information in testing 
scanner quality assessment. Measuring the detectability of small well-characterized, low-
contrast lesions is important for quantifying the image quality of a system. The quality control 
of various ultrasound units is performed on the basis of detection of focal lesions against 
background tissue because this detection necessitates high spatial resolution and contrast 
sensitivity. Several methods for calculating the image quality have been developed for 
assisting in the design and development of various ultrasound machines.  
 
A final aspect of quality assessment procedures and protocols that have been published so far 
[4–7] is the subjective nature of the testing procedures. For this reason, the testing results 
become strongly dependent on the chosen settings of the equipment and on the visual 
interpretation of displayed information during the testing, i.e. the observer is part of the 
procedure. Although the recent paper by Sugawara et al. [8] is based on objective assessment, 
a serious limitation is the use of gray level rather than relative echo level (in dB), as was 
proposed by Thijssen et al. [9-10], which is incorporated also in new IEC standards being 
developed. More recently, the Thijssen et al.  have developed a protocol [11] based on quality 
assessment by software algorithms applied to stored digital ultrasound images, while using 
reproducible equipment settings. The aim of this contribution is to apply these methods in a 
comparison of different ultrasound scanners from different vendors. 
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2. MATERIAL AND METHODES 
Equipment: 
There were Solo Compact Ultrasound Imaging System (International Biomedical 
Engineering Technologies, Egypt) and Fukuda. 
 
Tissue mimicking phantom: 
The quality control of ultrasound was performed by using a tissue mimicking „„phantom‟‟ 
Computerized Imaging Reference Systems (CIRS) Model 040 phantom consisting of solid 
elastic material called Zerdine that is not affected by changes in temperature. Additionally, 
this phantom contains several targets arranged in special patterns. The attenuation of the base 
material are similar to human liver tissue (speed of sound 1540 m/s; attenuation coefficient 
0.5 to 0.7 dB/cm.MHz.). These properties are critical for imaging because they simulate focal 
lesions against background tissue used for quality control and testing of ultrasound 
transducer. 
 
Image Quality Tests: 
The image quality parameters that were measured in the study were: 1. axial resolution; 2. 
lateral resolution; 3. contrast resolution; 4. contrast sensitivity; and 5. dynamic range. 
These image quality test parameters were chosen for testing the ultrasound scanner to obtain a 
full evaluation of its imaging capabilities, as recommended by a number of professional 
bodies. Such evaluation performed subjectively by using dedicated software applications for 
automated image evaluation and reporting (as, QA4US, Thijssen et al [11]). 
    
Contrast resolution: 
The contrast resolution is represented by the gamma of the system. Some tissue mimicking 
test objects (e.g. ATS Labs, Bridgeport, CT) contain cylinders with fixed diameter and 
scattering levels different from the surrounding material („„background‟‟). By measuring the 
mean gray level of each of the cylinders (in cross-section visible as a disc) and plotting these 
against its known nominal contrast value in dB, a linear regression can be made. The slope of 
this line yields the „„gamma‟‟ of the systems in gray levels per dB and the dB range 
corresponding to gray levels from 0 to 255 yields the contrast dynamic range [11]. 
 
Contrast sensitivity: 
The contrast sensitivity is defined as the smallest echo level contrast, with respect to the 
surrounding scattering medium, of a lesion of a certain size that can be detected. In the past, 
human observer experiments were carried out in which the contrast threshold was estimated 
for lesions of varying size [12], [13]. These experiments yielded a contrast sensitivity measure 
of the combination imaging system-human observer. The purpose of the measurements in this 
paper is to characterize only the imaging system. In practice, it is useful to assess the lesion 
signal-to-noise ratio, SNRL [14], [15], [16]: 

 

 

Where < > and < > are mean grey level within a circular area of surrounding 

(background) tissue (2), and of lesion (1), averaged over the ensemble of images from 

independent scans. and   are variance of mean grey level of area of background (1) and of 

lesion (2) [11]. 

 

Spatial resolution  

The geometrical resolution is defined as the axial, or lateral, FWHM, i.e. -6dB width, of the 

image of a small object. Axial and lateral resolution were measured by the automated image 

analysis software by drawing a region-of-interest (ROI) around the cross sectional image of 

the nylon filament targets and measuring the -6dB width above the surrounding background 

of the filament in both the axial and lateral directions [7]. 
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3. RESULTS   
Contrast Resolution: 
For this measurement four cross-sectional images of each cylinder were acquired and 
analyzed with equal size regions of interest (ROIs). The mean and standard deviation of the 
grey levels within a fixed circular area fitting into the displayed discs is estimated for each 
object. This circle is also used for selecting the background discs. These values are plotted 
against the nominal contrast values in dB, as shown in Fig. 1. 
The estimated contrast resolution (i.e., gamma) and the overall dynamic range are then 
estimated. The gamma is used to estimate dB echo levels from measured gray levels in 
several image quality characteristics. The dynamic range determines the range of intensities to 
be displayed: a large dynamic range tends to reduce contrast resolution because the grey scale 
is 'shared' by a wider range of echo intensities. Therefore, Solo scanner better than Fucuda 
scanner because dynamic range of the Solo scanner higher than dynamic range of the Fucuda 
scanner. 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Plot of mean gray level of lesions (average of five measurements and standard deviation; 

left abscissa) vs. nominal contrast values of scattering lesions. Linear regression yields contrast 

resolution (gamma = number of gray levels/dB) and echo level dynamic range (# dB for full range 

(0 –255)). Top: contrast resolution curves for equipment 1 "Fucuda" and bottom contrast 

resolution curves for equipment 2 "Solo". 

 

Contrast sensitivity: 

The lesion signal-to-noise ratio, SNRL was calculated. The results for equipment 1 are shown in 

Table 1 and the results for equipment 2 are shown in Table 2. However, a systematic difference 

between the Fukuda and Solo modes seems to be exist. SNRL increases as speckle noise decreases, 
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generally resulting in maximum contrast. Contrast model for ultrasound B-mode images consists of 

light regions (i.e. regions have maximum echo amplitude) and dark regions (i.e. regions have 

minimum echo amplitude), minimum quality images tend to exhibit a minimum difference 

between light and dark regions, and therefore it is difficult to observe objects as compared with 

maximum contrast images. 

 
Table 1: Contrast resolution, dynamic range                                                                        Table 2: Contrast resolution, dynamic range 

             and spatial resolution for Fukuda.                                                                                          and spatial resolution for Solo. 

 

                               

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Spatial resolution: 
Investigation of the results of the equipment 1, an increase of the FWHM in the lateral direction is 
noticeable. The axial resolution and the lateral direction of the equipment 1 however, is slightly 
worse than the equipment 2. 
 
4.   DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

The Solo imaging system will detect focal lesion more than the Fucuda imaging system because 
the values of the spatial resolution and contrast sensitivity for Solo imaging system are better than 
the values of the spatial resolution and contrast sensitivity for Fucuda imaging system. This paper 
will hopefully contribute to a wider introduction of performance testing of medical ultrasound 
equipment in hospitals which, at least in    Egypt, is becoming part of the equipment quality 
control protocol for the institutional certification. 
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